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Algorithms are developed that adopt a ,ovel implicit representation ibrmultivariate 
polynomials and rational functions with rational coefficients, that of black boxes for 
their evaluation. We show that within this representation the polynomial great- 
est common divisor and factorization problems, as well as the problem of extract- 
ing the numerator and denominator of a rational function, can all be solved in 
random polynomial-tlme. Since we can convert black boxes efficiently to sparse 
format, problems with sparse solutions, e.g., sparse polynomial factorization and 
sparse multivariate rational function interpolation, are also in random polynomial 
time. Moreover, the black box representation is one of the most space efficient im- 
plicit representations that we know. Therefore, the output programs can be easily 
distributed over a network of processors for further manipulation, such as sparse 
interpolation. 
1. I n t roduct ion  
We introduce algorithms that manipulate multivariate polynomials and rational functions 
that are given by "black boxes": a black box is an object which takes as input ~ va/ue 
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Pl~... ,Pn E K f (P l , . . . ,P , )  E K 
f( l, . . ,  e =,] 
K a field of characteristic 0 
Figure 1: Black box representation f a polynomial. 
for each variable, and then produces the value of the polynomial or rational function it 
represents at the specified point (see Figure I). 
The algorithms ~ outputs are procedures which will evaluate the answer polynomials at 
arbitrary points (supplied as the input). These procedures make oracle calls to the black 
boxes given as the input to the algorithm to evaluate them at certain points dependent on 
the inputs to the procedure. One result is that we can construct an evaluation procedure for 
the greatest common divisor of a set of polynomials given their black box representations. 
A main result is the construction of an evaluation program for all irreducible factors of a 
black box polynomial (see Figure 2). 
P l~. . . ,Pn E K 
Precomputed data including e l , . . . ,  en. 
Program makes "oracle calls": 
al~ 9 9 9 ~ an  
bl,,. .~ bn 
f(xl~.. .}Xn) 
f(~l,...,Xn) 
.m 
h2(pl,. . . ,pn) 
hr(Px,...,pn) 
f (x l , . . . , x , )  = h l (x l , . . . ,xn)  e ' . . .h r (x l , . . . , xn)  ~" 
hi E K[xl , . . . ,  x,] irreducible. 
Figure 2: The program for evaluating the irreducible factors 
of a black box polynomial. 
Finally, from a black box for a multivariate rational function we construct an evalua- 
tion box for both its reduced numerator and denominator. All three algorithms normalize 
the constructed polynomials in a deterministic fashion, that is querying the resulting boxes 
repeatedly wi]1 evaluate one and the same associate (scalar multiple) of the goal polyno- 
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mial. Moreover, for rational coet~iclents he constructions of the new evaluation boxes are 
accomplished in polynomlal-time with respect o total degree and coefficient size of the 
given polynomials. The algorithms presented are Monte-Carlo: Chat is their output--the 
constructed evaluation programs-procedures are correct with controllably high probabil- 
ity. 
Previous results on manipulating implicitly represented multivariate polynomials and 
rational functions consider straight-llne programs as the representation model (Baur and 
Strassen 1983), (Valiant 1982), (yon zur Gathea 1985), (Kaltofen 1986b, 1987, and 1989). 
The polynomial factorization result for straight-line programs, for instance, performs t rans- 
formations on each individual assignment in the input program, and cannot be generalized 
to the black box representation in a straightforward fashion. We employ a new idea for 
this problem by introducing an extra variable for two different purposes. When setting 
that variable to 0, the factors map to precomputed fixed univariate factors. We thus can 
not only identify the bivariate factors independently of the evaluation that is requested, 
but also normalize them with respect o scalar multiplication. The other purpose of this 
second variable is that by setting it to 1 we obtain the values of the factors at a given 
point. 
It is, of course, crucial that the program for the irreducible factors evaluates a fixed 
associate for each multivariate factor. Moreover, the program is with controllably high 
probability correct, that is it then will always return the correct evaluations of the factors, 
independently of the input values an adversary may have chosen for the variables. We 
also impose this requirement on the construction of a program for the numerator and 
denominator f a rational function. 
The solution for numerator and denominator separation found for the straight-line 
model (Kaltofen 1988) requires tepping through each instruction. Our innovation first 
uses a mixed radix Pad6 approximation (see, for instance (yon zur Gathen 1986)), that 
replaces the Taylor series approximation by interpolation. Second, it again makes use of 
the idea of a multipurpose second variable. However, for that problem the construction of 
the evaluation procedure for numerators and denominators is substantially more complex. 
The reason is that one has to deal with zero points of the denominator. Our assumption is
that the black box for the rational function indicates in its output if one tries to evaluate 
at a root of the denominator, and produces a value at all other points. We remark that 
if the program for evaluating the numerator and denominator is constructed correctly by 
our algorithm~ that with high probability~ it will find the values of both the numerator and 
the denominator polynomials at all values for the variables, even those that are zeros for 
the denominator. 
Our constructed programs with oracle calls to the input black boxes are in many ways 
superior to the straight-line program model. From a theoretical point of view, these pro- 
grams can be rapidly converted to sparse format using any of the new sparse polynomial 
interpolation algorithms (Ben-Or and Tiwari 1988), (Zippel 1990), (Kaltofen and Laksh- 
man 1988), aad (Grigoryev et al. 1988). Our black box factorizer thus has, for example, 
resurrected interpolation as a means of factoring polynomials. That method was lasg men- 
tioned in the first edition of Knuth's book (1981), but gave way to Hensel ifting for reason 
of exponential combinatorial blow-up in the identification problem of the factor images. 
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Having overcome this problem here, we can use sparse interpolation to an added advan- 
tage, namely we can distribute the interpolation process over a series of processors using 
Ben-Or's and Tiwari's (1988) algorithm. Since the polynomials are given by black boxes, 
the amount of data that needs to be sent to the individual processors i very small, which 
makes such a distributed computation scheme quite practical. From a theoretical point of 
view, we also obtain a randomized ./~/'C reduction (Cook 1985) for computing the sparse 
factors of multivariate polynomials to the problem of fact;oring univariate polynomials over 
the coefficient field~ resolving an open problem in (yon zur Gathen and Kaltofen 1985). 
Over the rational numbers we get, for example, a randomized Arc algorithm for computing 
all sparse factors of a multivariate polynomial that have fixed degree. 
We can also apply sparse interpolation to the program that we obtain for the nu- 
merator and denominator of a black box rational function. Furthermore, if we are given 
correct upper bounds for the number of non-zero monomials in the numerator and denom- 
inator, then by a deterministic zero test (Zippel 1990) we can verify the computed sparse 
numerator and denominator. Therefore we have a Las Vegas randomized polynomial-time 
solution to the sparse rational interpolation problem, that is one that always returns the 
correct answer and has expected polynomial-time complexity. 
Before discussing our results, let us mention a linear algebra setting in which black box 
representation also can be successfully applied. We are given the coefficient matrix A of a 
linear system in terms of a black box that will multiply this matrix with a chosen vector y 
(see Figure 3). For simplicity, assume that A 6 K "x"  is non-singular. Wiedemann (1986) 
presents a Las Vegas randomized algorithm that will solve Ax = b for x, where x, b E K "• , 
that requires an expected number of O(n) applications of the black box for A and O(n 2) 
additional arithmetic operations in K. For the singular case, Wiedemann shows how to 
compute a random vector in the solution manifold in the same expected number of steps. 
Furthermore, Wiedemann gives a Las Vegas randomized algorithm that computes the 
determinant of A in O(n) expected number applications of the black box for A and an 
additional O(n 2 log(n)) arithmetic steps in K. 
y E K "x l  Ay 6 K "x l  
A E K "• 
K a field of cardinality > 50n 2 log(n) 
Figure 3: Black box representation f a matrix. 
It is again important o realize that Wiedemann's results generalize sparse matrix 
representation. Clearly, for sparse matrices, the product Ay may only take O(n) arith- 
metic steps in K. In that case the methods improve on any O(n a) algorithms for system 
solving. However, the algorithms also apply to dense matrices with special structure, such 
as Toeplitz, Vandermonde, or resultant matrices. In (Canny et al. 1989), e.g., we present 
an efficient algorithm to multiply a Macaulay (1916) resultant matrix and a vector, and 
thus obtain by Wiedemann's algorithms the most efficient solution known for computing 
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the Macaulay resultant itself. The black box representation f a matrix that allows its 
multiplication with a given vector is of course a ubiquitous concept in numerical sparse 
linear system solving, such as in the Lanczos and conjugate gradient methods for solving 
positive definite sparse linear systems (see (Golub and van Loan 1987)). Wiedemann's 
algorithms are distinguished from these methods in that they are algebraic and compute 
an exact answer in contrast o u numerical approximation ofthe solution. 
Notat ion :  We use the symbols := and =: to define new mathematical objects (the new 
quantities being on the side of the colon), and we use the symbols ~ and --+ as assignment 
operators in program code. Furthermore, deg(f) always denotes the total degree of the 
multivariate polynomial f. 
2. Factorization of  Polynomials in Black Box Representat ion  
We now present he algorithm that takes a black box for a multivariate polynomial and 
produces a program that will evaluate all individual irreducible factors at arbitrary values 
for the variables. 
Algor i thm Black  Boz  Po lynomia l  Fac~oriza~ion 
Input :  A black box that evaluates f (x l , . . . , zn )  e K[ml,...,x,], where K is a field 
of characteristic zero. We also assume that we have an effective polynomial 
factorization algorithm for K[y] (see Figure 1). Furthermore, a failure probability 
e << 1 is input. 
Output :  Assume that 
= I I  hi( l, . . . .  > i, 
i=l 
is the factorization of f into irreducibles. First we output integers el, . . . ,  ~, such 
that with probability no less than 1 - e, el = ~i for all 1 < i < r. 
We also output a program (see Figure 2) that makes oracle calls to the black 
box for f and has with probability at least 1 - e the following property. The 
program accepts as input n arbitrary elements P l , . . . ,P ,  in K. It returns the 
vaiues 
,p,), h=(pl , . . .  ,p,) ,  . . . ,  ,p , )  e K. 
Notice that the hi are determined only up to a multiple in K. The constructed 
program once and for all chooses an associate for each factor hi and, for repeated 
invocations with different arguments, returns the value of that associate. Notice 
also that the failure probability applies to the construction and not to the execu- 
tion of the program. That is, with probability at least 1 - e the output program 
is correct; a correct program a lways  produces the true values of the factors. 
Step 1: P ick  random i~eld e lements  
a2~ . 9 . :an ,  bl, . . . , bn, cl , a3~ . . . , cn 
f rom a sus  large f in i te  subset R C K. We will give the cardinality of this set in 
relation to deg(f) and e in the statement of theorem 1below. 
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By standard interpolation compute 
f2(X1, X2) :=  f(Xa + clX2 + bl, a2X1 + X2 + b2, 
aaX1 + czX2 + ha,..., a.X1 + e.X2 + b.). 
The interpolation algorithm needs to know deg(f). Either deg(f) or an upper bound is 
also supplied as input, or it can be probabilistically guessed beforehand as follows (see also 
(Kaltofen 1988)). First, we will interpolate f l(X1) := f~(Xl,0). With high probability, 
depending on the cardinality of R, we have deg(f) = deg(fl). To find deg(s  we compute 
a succession of polynomials f~d) for d = 1,2,3,. . .  until S~ d) = Sl, where f~a)(Xl) is the 
interpolate at X1 = 0,1, . . .  ,d of fl(X1). We test whether f~a) = ]'1 by evaluation at a 
random A e R: if f~)  = fl  (A) then we declare f l  -- f~a), and deg(fl) = d. As discussed in 
(Freemaxt et al 1986, procedure Stra lghtDegree) ,  the f~a) can be computed incrementally 
by using a divided difference table.* 
The probability that this method determines deg(f) correctly depends on the relation 
of deg(f)  to the cardinality of the set R, from which the random elements are taken. 
Since the algorithm chooses the set R, say integers of no more than I bits, where I is 
appropriately selected, some upper bound for deg(f) must be known to the algorithm 
beforehand. This is unavoidable since the black-box could compute a polynomial in which 
all /-bit integer translation points are 'unlucky'. For example, for all such integers, the 
projected polynomial f2 might be the zero polynomial, hence unusable. In any case, 
the failure probability is proportional to deg(f)/21, which means that the degree of f 
would have to be very large in order for the guessing procedure to be unreliable. Hence 
this problem of having to be given information about the magnitude of deg(f) is more a 
theoretical than a practical issue. 
Step 2: ~hctor f2(X1,X2) over K[X1, X2] into irreducibles, 
A(xx, x,) =: H g~,,(x~, x~) ~,, 
i=1 
~i>_l. 
*An even simpler method of guessing deg(fl) has been proposed by R. Liebling. Consider 
the following difference operator on K[X1]: 
Aol[fl] := fl, Ai+l[fl](X1) := Ai[fl]](X] + 1) -- Ai[fl](X1) for all i :> 0. 
For a random A E R we compute 
Ao [fl](A), A1 I[fl]](A), A2 If1 ](A),... 
until we get Ad+l [fl]](A) = 0. Notice that a new Ai+I [[A](A) can be found by keeping the values 
of Aj~fl](A + i -- j) with 0 < j _< i, and updating this fringe of a triangular difference table by 
the iteration: For j ~ 1 .... , i q- 1 Do: 
t,~ Ud(A  + ~ + ~ - j )  ~- %.~[ /~] (A  + ~ + 2 - j )  - %_~ U~(A + i + 1 - j ) .  
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Notice that this bivariate faetorization problem is reducible to a univa~ate one, in polyno- 
mially many field operations (Kaltofen 1985a). Moreover, by virtue of the effective Hilbert 
irreducibility theorem (K~Itofen 1985b and 1989), for a set R of caxdinality 2 deg(f)1+~ 
the factor degree patterns of f and f2 agree with probability no less than 1 - e, that is, 
d= deg(f), r = f, and for a l l l  < i < r, el = ei. Let us suppose that all this is true. 
Otherwise an incorrect output program will be produced. 
S tep  3: Assign 
gl , i (Xl)  :~-~ g2,1(Xl,0) for 81/ 1 < i < r. 
Check whether GCD(gl, i, gt, j) = 1 for a//1 _< i < j <_ r, and whether deg(g2, i) = deg(gl, i) 
for a//1 < i < r. I f  not, return 'Yailure". In that case we know that the random points 
were unlucky by zeroing one of several possible polynomials whose zeroes are to he avoided. 
We now have, with high probability, 
f l (Z l )  = f (Z l  4- bl, a2X1 4- b2,... ,  anZl 4- ha) = f i  gl, i(X1) e', (1) 
i=1 
where each gl, i is an image of an hi. We first map from multi- to bivariate polynomials in 
step 2 and then from bi- to univariate polynomials in step 3 because of a lack of a univariate 
Hilbert irreducibility theorem for K. By that we mean a theorem that establishes the 
existence of a set of substitutions for the variables that map all irreducible factors of f 
to univariate irreducible polynomials. For general fields K such a theorem does not exist; 
e.g., if K is algebraically closed, f l  will always factor into lineax factors over K, even if f 
is irreducible. However, many other fields, such as finite algebraic extensions of Q, yield 
a univariate Hilbert irreducibility theorem. Nonetheless, we know of no computationally 
effective versions, so for theoretical reasons we still must apply the bivariate counterpart. 
However, in practice it is unlikely that f violates the conclusion of such a theorem, which is 
that the factor degree pattern of f l  with high probability agrees with that of f .  Therefore, 
in practice, for such fields it is not unreasonable to map f directly to f l  and then factor 
fl over K[Xd. 
We will use gl, ~ to uniquely enumerate the factors of f. Our associate choices (see 
the output specifications above) will satisfy 
hi(X1 4- bl,a2X1 + b2,a3X1 + b3 . . . .  ,anX1 4- b,) = gLi(X1). 
Step  4: This step constructs the program for evaluation of the hl at p l , . . . ,  p,~ as described 
in the output specifications. First, the information computed so fax is 'haxdwired' into that 
program. Then the following steps A, B, and C, are appended to the program. 
S tep  A: By standard interpolation using the de~ermined deg(f) compute 
f (X l ,Y )  :~-- f (Xx  -k bl , r (p2 - a2(Pl - bl) - b2) 4- a2Xl 4- b2, 
9 .. ,Y(Pn - a,~(px - bl) - bn) 4- a,~X1 4- bn). 
Notice that 
f(Pl - bl,1) = f (P l , . . . , P~)  and f(X1,0)  = f l(X1).  
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Step B: This step computes the factorization 
r 
f (x l ,Y )  = II ,(x,Y) ~ with ~,(XI,0) = gl,i(Za) for all 1 < i < r. 
i----1 
Note that since the polynomials gI,i are not necessarily irreducible, neither might be the 
Yl. One way to obtain the factorlzation would be to factor f(X1, Y )  over K[X1, Y] into 
irreducible factors, evaluate these factors at Y = 0, and then check which of the gl,i the 
corresponding univariate images divide. Finally, we can compute the product of those 
irreducible factors of f whose univariate images divide a given gl,i and adjust by a scalar 
multiplier to obtain gl. However, this would require the bivariate factorization of ], and 
there is a much more efficient solution, namely by Hensel ifting the faetorization (1) to one 
for f.  We will not describe the lifting algorithm in detail, but instead refer to (Musser 1976) 
and (von zur Gathen and Kaltofen 1985). The latter article explains that one can in our 
setting lift with the multiplicities el. 
By ttensel lifting (1) obtain a factorization 
T 
I I~ I (X1 ,Y ) "  -- f (X1 ,Y )  (rood ya+l), degy(~i) _< d. 
i= l  
For nil 1 <_ i ~ r test, whether ~; divides f .  I f  at least one test s return "program 
incorrect". In that case we have discovered that the factor degree patterns of f and f2 
must disagree. 
S tep  C: Fort ~--1, . . . , r  Do: 
Return ~i(p~ - bl , 1) as the value hi(p1,... ,Pn ), the value of the i-th irreducible/'actor. 
[2 
The following two theorems discuss the complexity of this algorithm. As mentioned 
at the end of step 1, any failure estimates are dependent on the degree of f ,  which is not 
supplied as an input parameter and cannot be synthetically produced from the black box 
alone. Therefore, the failure probability can only be guaranteed if the set R in step 1 was 
selected of at least the stated cardinality. 
THEOREM 1. The Black Box Polynomial Factorization algorithm can construct its output 
program in poIynomiaJ1y many arithmetic steps as a s of n and deg(f) and an 
additional single polynomial factorization in K[X1]. I~ requires O(deg(f) 2) oracle calls to 
the black box s f . I f  the cardinallty of the set R in step 1 is chosen 
c d(a) _> 6 deg(y) 
then the algorithm succeeds with probability no Iess than 1 - e and the resulting program 
will always correctly eva/uate all irreducible factors of ]. That program in turn can be 
executed in polynomially many arithmetic steps and O(deg(f)=) calls to the black box 
for f .  For K = Q(0), where # is an algebraic number given by its minimal polynomial 
(p(z) E Q[z], that is, K is isomorphic to Q[z]/(~(z) ), the timings in terms of bit complexity 
are polynomial in n, deg(f), and the additional parameters: log(I/e), and the coefficient 
sizes of f and ~; this under the provision that the set R is chosen as the ~rst card(R) 
positive integers. $~urthermore, all evaluations of the black box for f within the algorithm 
are on input values of polynomlal size a.s a function of the stated parameters. 
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Proof. The statements on the run time of both the algorithm and the returned program 
are easily verified. First, we need to interpolate the bivariate polynomials f2 and f ,  both of 
degree at most deg(f) (if unlucky elements are chosen in step 1, the degrees might be less). 
Clearly, each bivadate interpolation requires O(deg(f) 2) values of f. The algorithm then 
needs to factor f2, which can be accomplished for K = Q[z]/(~(z)) in binary polynomial 
time in deg(fz) and the coefficient size of f~ (Landau 1985). Notice that one needs to 
make an appropriate definition for the coefficient size of f in order to guarantee that 
the coefficient size of f2 stays polynomially bounded. One such choice is the combined 
coefficient size of f as defined in Kaltofen (1989), w page 393. The dominating additional 
work of the output program is step B, which essentially is a uni- to bivariate lifting problem 
that certainly can be accomplished in O(deg(f) 4) arithmetic operations. 
It remains to analyze the failure probabilities. An incorrect program is output if and 
only if the factor degree patterns of f and f2 disagree. This happens when deg(f2) < 
deg(f), or when some hi maps to a reducible polynomial in K[X~,X2], or when two 
of the hi's map to associated irreducible polynomials in K[X1,X~]. By theorem 5.2 in 
(Kaltofen 1989) (or as explained in the proof of theorem 6.1 (ibid.)), this happens with 
probability less than 
(deg(f) + 4 deg(f) 2 aeg(f) + deg(f)3)/card(R). 
Furthermore, if we use the procedure described in step 1 for guessing the degree of f ,  
we may pick a value A that leads to an agreement fl (A) = f~d)(A) for d < deg(f) with 
probability no more than deg(f)2/card(R). Thus, by choosing card(R) > 0 deg(f) 2d~ 
we can guarantee that the output program is correct (including that step B will never eport 
an error) with probability no less than 1 - e. 
Finally, we need to estimate the probability that step 3 reports failure. Such circum- 
stances correspond to failure in step F of the Factorization algorithm in (Kaltofen 1989), 
and is treated in the fourth case of failure in the proof of theorem 6.1 (ibid.). It is shown 
that the probability of these vents can be bounded from above by deg(f)2/card(R), which 
for the given cardinality of R certainly lies below e. [] 
Theorem 1 has several applications to computing the sparse factorization of a mud 
tivariate polynomial given by a black box. For instance, we get the following theorem of 
theoretical interest, which establishes that several sparse factorization questions as belong- 
ing to the complexity class randomized A/'C for parallel computation (see (Cook 1985)); it 
also solves an open problem in (von zur Gathen and Kaltofen 1985). 
THEOttEM 2. For K = Q(~) as in theorem 1, we have a Monte Carlo ArC-reduction from 
the problem of computing all sparse factors with no more than t terms to the problem of 
factoring univaz~ate polynomials over Q. This reduction is of poIynomial binary operation 
count and poly-logarithrnic depth in terms o[ n, deg(f), t, and ~he coetBcient size o f f  and 
~. It requires that the black box calls accoun~ for polynornially many Boolean operations 
and poly-logarithmic deptl~. In particular, under ~his assumption for K = Q ~he problem 
of computing aJl sparse factors of a tlxed degree with no more than t terms is in the 
complexity class Monte Carlo Arc. 
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Proof. Constructing and evaluating the output program of the Black Box Polynomial Fac- 
torization algorithm is basically interpolating bivarlate images of the input black box and 
bivariate factorization. Bivariate factorization over K -- Q[z]/(~(z)) is ArC reducible to uni- 
varia~e factorization over Q by the reduction from bivariate to univariate factorization over 
K in (Kaltofen 1985a) and the reduction from factoring univariate polynomials over alge- 
braic number fields to factoring unlvariate polynomials over the rationals in (Trader 1976). 
From the program for all factors we can deduce the sparse factors in Monte Carlo Arc by 
the algorithm of Ben-Or and Tiwari (1988). Note that although the Ben-Or and Tiwari 
algorithm is deterministic, we must check which of the sparse interpolating polynomials 
with ~ or fewer non-zero monomials are correct because the Ben-Or and Tiwari algorithm 
can yield an incorrect sparse interpolating polynomial for a dense factor. The verification 
can be done in a Monte Carlo fashion by evaluating both the program for the factor and the 
computed sparse candidate polynomial at a random point and by comparing the resulting 
algebraic numbers. 
We finally discuss the statement on factors of fixed degree. In step 2 one can in parallel 
compute those bivariate integral factors that have fixed degree by lifting univariate factors 
modulo a prime number first to integral factors and then to bivarlate factors as in the 
standard Berlekamp-Hensel method (Kaltofen 1982). The modular univariate factors can 
be found in parallel by a variation of the Berlekamp algorithm (Gathen 1984). Finally, 
both the true bivariate factors as well as the true univariate integral factors are recoverable 
within the complexity AfC because there are only a polynomial number of lifted factor 
combinations to be tested, since the degree of the product candidate polynomial is fixed. 
We shall conclude this section with a different interpretation of our idea, which was 
actually conceived after the method had been discovered. One can view steps B and 
step C in the algorithm to i~t the homotopy continuation paradigm for numerically solving 
a system of equations (see, for instance, (Drexler 1977), (Garcia mud Zangwill 1979), (Li, 
Sauer, and u 1988), and (Zulehner 1988)). Assume that one wants to solve the system 
of equations F(~) = 0. One parameterizes the indeterminates with a single new variable 
Y and considers the system 
~q(X(Y)) = (1 - Y)G(.f(r))  + YF(.~(Y)), 
where .~(0) is a solution to the specially selected system G(~) = 0 and X(1) is sought 
as a solution of / t ( .~(1))  = 0. In order to obtain X(1) one continously deforms _~(0) by 
letting the parameter Y go from 0 to 1. Note that in the numerical homotopy methods, 
the standard parameterization described for the variables is simply )~(Y) = ~, that is the 
systems ~ and F stay invarian~ during the deformation. 
In our case the problem G(~) = 0 is the problem of factoring f l ,  and the problem 
F(~) = 0 is the problem of finding the corresponding factorization of f (X~, 1). The 
former problem does not depend on the input Pl . . . .  ,pn, whereas the lat~er does. The 
Hensel ifting method referred to in step B exactly corresponds to deforming the solution 
of G(x) = 0 to one for H(_~(Y)), although it should be noted that our deformation deforms 
with a discrete valuation. Since degy(]) is finite, this deformation terminates with the 
exact solution, and evaluation at Y = 1 is possible. 
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3. Black Box GCDs  and Separation of Numerators from Denominators  
We now discuss two more results concerning the construction of evaluation programs from 
black boxes. The first is the construction of a program for the evaluation of the greatest 
common divisor of multivaxiate polynomials, the second takes a black box for a multivariate 
rational function and will individually evaluate its numerator and denominator. As in 
the factorization algorithm, the resulting programs are, with high probability, universally 
correct: they will return the correct values for all inputs. This requirement makes the 
construction more difficult. In both the GCD and the separation result we will employ the 
same idea that we already used in the factorization algorithm above. 
We first discuss the computation of GCDs and shall give only a brief explaxmtion. 
Assume that for i = 1, . . . ,  r, r > 2, the non-zero polynomials f i (x l , . . . ,  x,)  E K[x l , . . . ,  x,] 
are given by a black box. For field elements p l , . . .  ,P, we wish to have g(P l ,  . . . .  p , ) ,  where 
g = GCD( f l , . . . ,  f r )  and we again fix the associate. First we choose random field elements 
a2, .  . . , an~ b2, . . . ~ bn~ c2~ . . . , Cn. 
Now with high probability for the univariate image of the GCD, 
ga(X) := g(X ,  a2X + b2 , . . .  ,a ,X  + b , )  e K[X], 
we h~ve deg(gl) = deg(g), that is we can normalize g such that ga is monte. Furthermore, 
with high probability (see (Kaltofen 1988, Theorem 6.2)), we have 
r 
gl =  CD(yl(X,a X + ,a .X  + b.), + + b.) )  
i=2  
By polynomial interpolation we now compute the two bivariate polynomials 
]o(X,Y) :=  ~--~c,L(X,Y) and ]i(X,Y), 
i=2  
where the operator is for any h E K[xl,...,x,~] the projection 
h(X, Y) := h(X ,Y (p2  - a2Pl - b2) + a2X + b2 . . . . .  Y (Pn  - anp l  - b , )  + anX "k" bn). 
Next, we compute ~(X,Y)  as the GCD( fo (X ,Y ) , f l (X ,Y ) ) ,  where ~ is normalized by 
making the leading coefficient ldcfx(~) = 1. We actually get ~ and the normalization 
amounts to a scalar division if gl does not drop in degree compared with the degree of g, 
that with high probability. Finally, we return as g(Pa , . . . , Pn)  the value ~(pl, 1). 
Even though this is more or less the same idea as the one in the factorization algo- 
rithm, the transcendental Y is used for a somewhat different reason here. The problem is 
that one cannot guarantee that the GCD of the polynomials fiQ(X, 1) atxd ]1(X, 1) is a~ 
image of g, and our algorithm is to produce a black box which is correct with high proba- 
bility; correct means that it evaluates the GCD at M1 points. It is therefore intriguing to 
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compare the result with the polynomial GCD algorithm for the straight-line representation 
(Kaltofen 1988, w In fact, a similar problem arises for the solution presented there, but 
in a somewhat more implicit way. Although the resulting straight-line program for the 
GCD is derived by a univariate polynomial remainder sequence (see step 1~ in the cited 
algorithm), that program will contain divisions. Therefore, it cannot be evaluated at all 
points in the straight-forward manner. One has to first remove the divisions by Strassen's 
algorithm (see Theorem 7.1 in (Kaltofen 1988)). That again leads a consequent increase 
in the complexity for computing the values everywhere. 
As the last Black Box result in this article we come to the problem of computing the 
values of the numerator and the denominator f a rational function. A certain subproblem, 
that of a mixed radix Pad6 approximation, will be used in both the algorithm constructing 
the resulting program and in the program itself. For clarity, we shall present he algorithm 
for this subproblem below the main algorithm. 
A lgor i thm Black Boz .Numerator and Denominator 
Input: A black box that evaluates f(a: l , . . .  , zn ) /g (z l , , . .  , z , )  E K(z l , . . . ,  ran), where 
K is a field of characteristic 0, f ,  g 6 K[xl, . . . ,  xn] with GCD(f, g) = 1. The black 
box returns co if one evaluates at a root of g. Furthermore a failure probability 
e << 1 is input. Without the knowledge of a bound e _> deg(g), this algorithm 
might with positive probability loop forever. If this is not desired, a degree bound 
is also required as input. 
Output: A program (see Figure 4) that makes oracle calls to the black box for f /g  and 
has with probability at least 1 - e the following property. "]?he program accepts 
n field elements p l , . . - ,  P,. It returns the values of 
f (P l , - . . , P , )  and g(Pl, . . . .  P,). 
As in the Black Box Polynomial Factorization algorithm, certain associates for 
f and g are chosen once and for all and the values of these associates will be 
returned. 
Notice that the program will be able to return the value of f (P l , . . .  ,Pn) 
even if g(Pl , . . . ,  Pn) = O. This apparent paradox--the black box for f /g  does not 
supply any information on f when probed at p l , . . . ,  p , - - i s  resolved by deducing 
the value of f(pl ,  ... ,p,)  from values at other points that are not zeros of g. 
S tep  1: This step introduces a random projection of f and g into K[X] that with high 
probabil ity preserves their relative primality and the degree of g. 
From a sufBciently large finite set R C K randomly selec~ ai, bi, 2 <_ i < n. In place of xl 
we will evuluate at niX + bl for 2 < i < n, such that for 
y~(Z) :--- f (X ,  a2X + b~,... ,a ,X  + b,) 
and 
gl(X)  := g(X, a2X + b2,... , a ,X  + b,) 
we have GCD(fa, gl) = 1 over K[X] and deg(g~) = deg(g): depending on the cardinality 
of R this is true with high probability. Notice that the degree condition on ga implies that 
g~ #o.  
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p : , . . .~p,  G K 
Precomputed data including deg(f), deg(g). 
Program makes "oracle calls": 
~, .  9 ~, r  ~,) 
C1~,.,~ Cn r  @ 
Y(p~,. . . ,v,)  
:(p: . . . .  ,v.)  
r  ,Xn) 
r162 = ~, f ,g  e ~[Xl, . . .  , zn] ,GCD(f ,g)  = 1. 
Figure 4: The program for evaluating the numerator and denominator 
of a black box rational function. 
Step 2: This step probabilistically computes the degrees of f and g. In order to prevent 
an infinite loop in the case that g: = 0 we assume that one is given an additional bound 
: >__ deg(g). 
For 5 ~ O, 1, 2 , . . .  Do: 
Call the algorithm SpeciM Pad~ Approximation below with the degree bounds d = 
e = 5 and fine linear substitutes a2X + b2 , . . . ,a ,X  + b,. Denote the two obtained 
polynomlals by f~) ,  g~6) G K[X]. If both polynomials are 0, then either the projection 
sent g into the zero polynomial or 5 < deg(g) together with additional conditions on 
gl (see the output specifications ofthe Special Pad~ Approximation Algorithm below). 
If f~ 6) = g~) = 0/ncrement 5 by one and continue the For loop, unless 5 = ~, in which 
case return to s~ep 1. In this exceptional case g: = 0, provided that g is a true bound 
for deg(g). Therefore a new random projection must be tried. 
/f  g~6) # 0, pick another random dement A 6 R and compare ( f /g ) (A ,  a2A + 
b2,.. . ,  anA+ b,) computed by the input black box with the va/ue of f~O(A) /g~)(A) .  
If both values are the same and are not oo them dec/are deg(f) to be deg(f~ 6)) ~ d 
and deg(g) to be deg(g~ )) -~ e, and go to step S. I f  both values are oo, p ick  a ne~ 
distinct random A and repeat the comparison. Otherwise continue the For loop with 
the next 5. 
Step 3: This step constructs the program described in the output specifications. It will 
permanently use the random elements chosen in step 1 and the degrees computed in step 2. 
The idea is to compute 
] (X,  Y )  := I (X ,  a2X q- b2 q- Y(~2 - a2pl - hi) . . . . .  anX q- bn -b Y(Pn - anp: - bn)) 
and 
~(X, Y)  := g(X, a2X + b2 % Y(P2 - a2p: - b:), . . . ,  a ,X  % bn + Y(p,, - anPl - bn)). 
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For Y -- O we already have computed these polynomials in step 2. Here we compute 
.~(X) := f(X, i i )  mad ~j(X) := .~(X,i/) for sufficiently many distinct integral values 
ii, that we can interpolate with respect o Y. However, in order to use the special Pad~ 
approximation for the computation of~ mad ~j these two images must be relatively prime. 
Therefore, certain v~dues for ij have to he disc~rded. 
Step  A: j ~--0. 
For I *-- 1, 2,... Do: 
Call the algorithm Special Padd Approximation be/ow with the degree bounds d, e 
and the linear substitutions aiX + bi + I(pl -- alpl -- hi) for 2 < i < n. /t" the degrees 
of the returned polynomials are below d and e respectively, continue the For loop 
with the next I. Otherwise, set ij+l e- I, ~+I(X) to the numerator polynomial 
returned, and ~j+l (X) to the denom/nator polynomial returned. /ncrement j by 1. If 
j = max(d, e) + 1 then exit the loop. Otherw/se continue She For loop with the next I. 
As we will show below, if the substitutions ofstep 1 are lucky the above loop will discard at 
most 2de values of I. Thus~ if more values are unusable the entire program is incorrect. Of 
course, this should be tested for and diagnosed, instead of getting into a possible infinite 
loop in such an unlucky case. 
Step B: From the polynomials ~, ~j compute, by interpolation, candidates for the poly- 
nomials f (X ,  Y), ~(X, Y). 
Step C: Return f(Pl, 1) and ~(Pl, 1) as the values of f (p l , . . . ,P , )  and g(pl,...,Pn) 
respectively. [] 
Algor i thm Special Padd Approximation 
Input: The same black box for f ig  that is input of the Numerator mad Denomina- 
tor algorithm. Furthermore, two degree bounds d, e and linear forms u2X + 
v2 , . . . ,u ,X  + v, with ul, vl E K for 2 < i _< n. 
Outp~i: Two polynomials ](X),  .0(X) e K[X] with the following property. The algo- 
rithm has chosen d + e + 1 integers 
1 <_ ia < i2 < ... < ia+~+~ 
such that for all 1 < k < d+ e + 1, 
#(ik) = (2) 
and such that 
deg(]) < d, deg(~) < e, ldcf(#)--- 1. 
If the right-hand side of (2) is not c~ for all k, then such fi, # can be determined 
(see lemma 1 below). Furthermore, if d > deg(f) mad e > deg(g), the algorithm 
will return relatively prime polynomials ] ,  ~. (Refer also to the remark following 
the algorithm description.) No appropriate ik can be selected if either 
0 = g(X, u~X + v , , . . . ,  u ,X  + v,) =: ~(X), 
or if deg(g) > e and more than e of the integers j in 1 < j < d + 2e + 1 are roots 
of ~(X). In these exceptional cases two zero polynomials are returned. 
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Step I: We first find, if possible, a set of d + e + 1 integers 1 < il < i~ < ..- < Q+e+l < 
d + 2e + 1 that are not roots of ~(X) = g(X, u2X + v2,. . . ,  unX + v,) e K[X]. 
For J ,-- 1,... , d + 2e+ 1 Do: 
By evaluation of the black box for f ig  compute 
Ak+l +-- f (J, u2J +v2, . . .  ,u , J  +v , ) .  
/-fAk+l ~ oo then ik+l ~ J. Increment k by I and i l k  = d+ e + 1 exig loop. 
At this point we have tried at most d + 2e + 1 values for J. 
If k < d + e + 1 then return two zero polynoraials for fi and 0. With 
] (X)  := f (X ,  u2X + v2 , . . . ,unX + v,)  
we now have Ak = ](ik)/~(ik) for all 1 _< k <__ d + e + 1. 
Step I I :  By polynomiM interpolation compute a polynomial h(X) ~ K[X] with h(ik) = 
Ak for MI 1 < k < d+ e +1 and deg(h) < d+ e. 
Step III'- Now we compute polynomials f(X),  O(X) e K[X] such that 
f(.X) - O(X)h(X) (rood (X -- i l ) ' . .  (X - id+e+x)), 
and 
GCD(f ,g)  = 1, deg(f) < d, deg(.0) < e, ldcf(~)= 1. 
This is accomplished by the extended Euclidean algorithm as follows: 
Initialize 
ho(X)  ~- (X  - i l ) . . .  (x  - id+,+l); g0(x) ~- 0; 
h~(x) ~- h(x); g~(x) ~- 1. 
For I e- 1, 2,... Do: 
s deg(hl) ~ d then exit the loop. Otherwise, perform a polynomial division wi~h 
remainder o~ r ht-1 and h5 
hl+l(X) *- ht- l (X) (rood hi(X)); 
q~+~(x) ~ (h,_~(x) - h ,+~(x)) /h , (x) ;  
g~+~(x) ~- g,_~(x)  - q ,+~(x)g , (x ) .  
Return fi *-- ldcf(g0 ht; ~ ~ gdldcf(g O. [] 
We first discuss the auxiliary Special Pad~ Approximation algorithm in more detail. 
It can be shown that in the case where d < deg(f) or e < deg(g) the fraction f /~  of 
polynomials atisfying the output conditions is uniquely determined (see, for instance, 
(Knuth 1981, Exercise 4.6.1-26)). However, since we want to avoid the GCD reduction to 
relative prime outputs at the end of the algorithm, and because we do not need this fact 
in step 2, we will not provide a proof. Nonetheless, all other needed conditions can be 
deduced from the following simple lemma, whose content is long known (see, for instance, 
(a~gg 1972)). 
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LEMMA 1. Let d and e be non-negative integers, and lc% F(X),  G(Jf), H(.X) 6 K[X], K an 
arbitrary ~eld, deg(H) < d + e + 1, GCD(F, G) = 1; furthermore, let ik, 1 < k < d + e + 1, 
be not necessarily distinct elements ha K such that 
-~ =-- GH (rood (X  - i l ) . . .  (X  - ia+,+a)). 
Define ho(X)  := (X - i l ) . . . (X -Q+,+I ) ,  6o := d+e+ 1, and h i (X)  := H(X) ,  8a := 
deg(H). Now let h i (X) ,  qz(X) E K[X] be the l-tfi remMnders and quotients respectively, 
in the Buclldeem poJynorrdal remainder sequence 
hl-2(X) = q, (X)h ,_x(X)  q- h, (X) ,  61 := deg(h,) < 6t-x for l > 2. 
In the exceptionad case I t  = 0 the sequence is de/lned to be empty. 
FhaMly, let f i (X ) ,  gt(X)  E K[X] be the multlpliers in the extended Euclidean scheme 
flho + glhl = hi, name/y, 
f0 := gl :---~ 1, f l  "~- go :~--~ 0, 
ft := f~-2  - q : f i -1 ,  gl := gt-2 - -  q lgz -1  /'or l > 2. 
Then there exists an index j ,  1 < j,  such that 5j < d < 5j-1. For that index we have 
h i = g jH (rood (X - i l ) . . . (X  - Q+,+I)) and deg(g~) < e. (3) 
Furthermore, ff d >_ deg(F) and e > deg(G) then F = )~hj, G = Agj s some A E K, 
Proof. It follows by induction on l that 
VI > 2: ftho q- gthl = ht, deg(ft) = 51 - 5t-1, deg(gt) = 50 - 5t-1. 
~harthermore, one can easily show that f lgl-x - f t - lg t  = 4-1, which implies that GCD(fl ,  
gt) = 1 (see (Knuth 1981, w Exercise 3)). Since in the Euclidean sequence the re- 
mainder 0 eventually appears, an index j can always be found. Now, we have 
h y=gjH  (modh0), deg(g/ )=S0-51_1 _<e. 
This shows that the pair of polynomials hj ,g j  is a solution to (3). 
We finally prove uniqueness in case d > deg(F) and e > deg(G). Observing that 
g iF  - h iG = (F  - GH)  gJ - (hi - g i l l )  G = 0 (rood h0), 
and the left hand side polynomial has degree less than d+ e W- 1, we must have g jF  = hjG.  
Thus there is a w(x) e K[z] with F = h i /w  , G = g j /w.  Plugging into h i = f jho + gjhl  
we infer that then 
f jho = F - GH - 0 (rood h0), 
W 
which implies that w must divide ]j. From GCD(fj,  gj) = I we thus conclude tha~ w ~ K. 
[] 
The analysis of the above algorithms now leads us to a theorem very similar in spirit to 
theorem 1. Notice that only the cardlnality of/~ depends on the failure probability bound e, 
thus making the arithmetic omplexity independent of it~ while for properly chosen R (see 
theorem 1) the binary complexity is polynomially dependen~ on log(I/e) as well. Again as 
for theorem 1~ bounds for the degrees of f and g are required in the estimates. Withou~ 
any knowledge of degree bounds, one can neither guarantee termination or estimate the 
failure probability in arty way, since the black box for might evMuate a rational function 
of astronomical degree for which all choices taken from a selected set R are bad. 
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THEOREM 3. Given a bound ~ > deg(g) as an additional input, the algorithm Black 
Box Numerator and Denominator can construct i s outpu~ program in polynomigdly many 
arithmetic steps as a s of n, deg(f) and ~. It requires O((deg(f) + ~)2) oracle calls 
to the black box for f /g. If the cardinali~y of the set R in step 1 is chosen a~ least 
max(2 (2deg(f) + 1)deg(g),3m 2 - m) /e ,  rn := max(deg(f),deg(g)), 
~hen the resulting program correctly evaluates f and g wlth probability no less than 1 - e. 
That program in turn can be executed/n polynomially many arithmetic steps and it makes 
O(deg(f) deg(g)(deg(f) + deg(g))) ca/Is to the black box for f /g, 
Proof The Special Pad6 Approximation algorithm takes O(4 + e) evaluations of the input 
black box, where d and e are the supplied egrees. Clearly, step 2 will call this algorithm 
at most max(deg(f), ~) times until the original and the computed rational functions agree 
at A. In order to deduce the number of calls to the Pad6 algorithm in step A, we need to 
estimate how many I can lead to lower degrees. The argument is fairly standard. Consider 
the Sylvester resultartt (see (van der Waerden 1953, w 
px(Y) := Resx(f(X , r ) ,  ~(X, r)). 
If f l  and gl are relatively prime images of f and g with deg(gl) = deg(g), then 
pl(O) = I~esx(fx(X), gl(X)) 40. 
Furthermore, deg(px) _< 2de, and any I with p~ (I) # 0 will satisfy GCD(/(X, I), ~(X, I)) = 
1, which proves that in the lucky case at most 2de of the I are unusable. Hence the number 
of evaluations of the input black box that are triggered in step A are at most 
(2de + max(d, e) + 1)(d + 2e + 1) = O(deg(f) deg(g)(deg(f) + deg(g))). 
It remains to estimate the probability that the returned program is incorrect. Again the 
argument is standard. Consider the generic leading coefficient 
g(X, ~X +/~, . . . ,  ~ ,X  +/~,)) =: ~'~(~,.. . ,  ~,) X d~(~) +. . . ,  
and consider the Sylvester resultant 
P2(~, . . . ,  f t , ) := Resx(f(X, o~2X + ~, . . . ,  ~,,X + ft,), g (X ,~X + ~2,..., ~ ,X  + ft,)). 
Clearly, r l (a2, . . . ,  an)p2(a2,..., bn) # 0 implies GCD(fl, 41) = 1 and deg(gl) = deg(g). 
Since deg(vlP2) _< (2 deg(f) + 1) dcg(g), the probability of missing this condition in step 1 
is no more than 
(2 deg(f) + 1) deg(g) < _e. 
card(R) - 2 
Finally, step 2 must return the correct degrees under the assumption that step 1 picked 
a lucky evaluation. An element A establishes too low a degree if, despite the fact that 
8 < m = max(deg(f), deg(g)), it is a zero of the polynomial 
:= k (x )  g (x) # o. 
However, deg(r2) < m + a, so A will be a witness for all a < m with probability at least 
3rn 2 - m e 
1 2card(R) >- 1 - ~. [] 
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As for theorem 1, when K is an algebraic number field and in particular the rational 
numbers, the algorithm Black Box Numerator and Denominator is of polynomlal-time 
bit complexity under the usual assumptions. The algorithm also can be used to solve 
the sparse rational function recovery problem (Ben-Or and Tiwari 1988). One version 
of that problem assumes that one has term count as well as degree bounds for both the 
numerator and the denominator. Unlike the sparse polynomial interpolation algorithm in 
(Ben-Or and Tiwarl 1988), our solution uses randomization. However, the final answer 
can be verified, that is the randomization can be made 'Las Vegas'. Let t be a common 
term bound for both the actual numerator f and denominator g, and let f and ~ be the 
computed sparse numerator and denominator polynomials, respectively. Notice that the 
sparse interpolation methods might return incorrect polynomials, but they will always 
have no more than t terms. Therefore h := f~ - ]g is a polynomial with no more than 2t 2 
terms. Then, if 
](M,...,p',) f ,  
. =  (P1 . ,A )  ,p',) , ' .  
for distinct primes ply:. .  ,P,~ and for all I with 1 <: I < 2~2~ then we must have h = 0 
(Zippel 1990), that is f ---- f and ~ = g. We have the following theorem. 
TIIEOltEM 4. Given a black box for f ig  as in the a/gorithm Black Box Numerator and 
Denornina~or, and given an upper bound t for the ntunber of non-zero monomia/s in bo~h 
f and g, we can in expected polynomially many arithmetic steps in deg(f), deg(g), n, and 
t compute ~he sparse representations o f f  and g. 
Proof. One distinction of this to the previous results is that no degree stimates are needed 
as inputs. The reason is that the verification procedure d~Bcussed above is always correct. 
Therefore, the algorithm can step through degree stimates and select a set R such tha~ 
the failure probability is exponentially small. This strategy m~y lead to an endless run, 
t . 9 
but the expected value of the run time will be polynormal in the said parameters. [] 
Notice that this theorem can also be formulated in terms of bit complexity for an 
algebraic oefficient field K = Q(4) similar to treatment of this special case in theorem 1. 
4. Conclus ion 
Oracle cMls in algorithms i  a ubiquitous paradigm in complexity reductions such as Turing 
reductions in recursive function theory, Cook reductions in the theory of A/'~P-complete- 
ness, or reductions that relate the matrix multiplication complexity asymptotically to 
other linear algebra problems uch as solving linear systems. Here we have introduced 
this paradigm to several classical problems on multivariate polynomia/s. We solved the 
greatest common divisor, factorization, and numerator/denominator pr blems. 
One application of the black box factorizatlon procedure is that to factor u-resultants 
(Macaulay 1916). In fact, in that case all factors are known to be linear forms and the 
algorithm specializes to a method very similar to that in (Canny 1988). An efficient black 
box for evaluating the u-resultant is discussed in (Canny et al. 1989), and this algorithm, 
based on Wiedemann's (1986) randomized sparse determinant procedure, is particularly 
hard to formulate in the straight-llne model. 
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From a pragmatic point of view, the black box model appears to be superior to the 
stralght-line program model because of space requirements. Algorithms acting on straight- 
line programs usually amplify the length of the result by a factor depending on the degree, 
whereas the programs making oracle black box calls are of small additional size over the in- 
put black boxes. Furthermore, one can adapt most of the results to finite coefficient fields of 
sufficiently high characteristic and thus avoid costly rational coefficient arithmetic. More- 
over, the resulting evaluation programs are especially easy to distribute to asynchronous 
parallel processors for multiple evaluation in parallel, and perhaps ubsequent sparse in- 
terpolation. We believe that the black box approach not only provides a simple, but also 
a practically very efficient solution to, say, the problem of sparse multivariate polynorrdal 
factorization. 
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